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MOTIVATION

- Tempo is often quantified with a single rate measure, e.g.: Canonical syllable rate, Surface syllable rate, Canonical phone rate, Surface phone rate
- How do measures relate to rate as perceived by listeners?
- This study extends work by Koreman (2006) and Reinisch (2016) on speech tempo perception, taking its main methodological cues from Koreman (2006)
- How do listeners respond to syllable and phone deletions in estimating tempo?

METHOD

Corpus preparation:
- Segmented in WebMAUS (Kisler et al. 2017)
- Syllable & phone counts extracted, canonical & surface rates calculated.
- Similar deletion rates in other corpora (English (Johnson 2004), Dutch (van Bael et al. 2007)): speakers are not unusually careful articulators
- Pairwise correlations among rates are very high: r>0.8

Stimulus selection:
- Sets of 60 stretches selected, optimized for pairwise comparisons, including:
  Canonical vs surface syllable rate
  Canonical vs surface phone rate
  Each set comprises 6 subsets of 10 stimuli within which one rate is close to constant and another rate varies substantially

Experiment procedure:
- 55 listeners rated tempo in PsychoPy2 (Peirce 2009)
- Participants clicked stimulus dots to play each stretch, then dragged to indicate perceived tempo
- 60 dots on each screen, rotated into portrait orientation

RESULTS

- Mean F0 & Mean intensity -> higher values rated faster
- Stimulus duration -> negative effect (longer stimuli rated slower)
- These variables contributed to our control model; we then added each variable of interest, as described below

Analysis sets: One rate constant while the other varied: ‘low’, ‘mid’, ‘high’ rates

Set A: Surface syllable rate varies
- Positive effect, clearly observed at high rate.
- More deleted syllables = slower ratings

Set B: Canonical syllable rate varies
- Positive effect, clearly observed at high rate.
- More deleted syllables = faster ratings

Set C: Surface phone rate varies
- Positive effect, clear at low and high rates.
- More deleted phones = slower ratings

Set D: Canonical phone rate varies
- No canonical phone rate effect.

CONCLUSIONS

- Like Koreman (2006), we found that listeners do not consistently attend to some particular (measurable) temporal parameter when judging tempo.
- Listeners systematically attended to variation in both canonical and surface syllable rates – however, canonical phone rate variation was ignored.
- Phone deletions may be ignored because they can occur at all rates, whereas syllable deletions strongly indicate faster speech.
- No clear explanation for lack of sensitivity to variation in mid-tempo speech.
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